The main highlights in the context of SEMIoTICS during the last 6 months (June 2019 - December 2019), can be summarized as follows:

- SEMIoTICS participated in various standardization events for **Security and Cryptography**

- Three technical papers of SEMIoTICS were presented in **IEEE GLOBECOM 2019**

- SEMIoTICS participated in the **Researchers’ Night** at Crete and Barcelona, demonstrating various solutions
In the context of SEMIoTICS, three technical papers have been presented in IEEE GLOBECOM 2019 that took place in Hawaii, USA.
SEMIoTICS at Researchers’ Night

SEMIoTICS’ Mobile communication infrastructure demonstration at Researchers Night at Crete, September 2019.

Smart Home and Network Slicing for energy management demonstration at Researchers Night at Barcelona, September 2019.
Publications


SEMIoTICS in Social Media

SEMIoTICS is present in:

Please follow us @semiotics_eu to keep up to date with the project progress!